Print Sales Letter For Air Restore

Discover Why The Air Inside Your
Home Is Killing You…Even If You Use
Filters Or Purifiers
You’re only as healthy as the air you breathe…and
that air, even if treated, is not very healthy
Dear Friend,
Did you know our bodies were designed to live outdoors to take advantage of the naturally clean
air?
As our lifestyles have changed, however, we moved indoors and now spend on average 90% of
our time there.
We no longer breathe clean outdoor air…instead we breathe recycled air, most of which is either
polluted with germs, odors, and viruses or is so purified there is nothing left to breathe, kind of
like drinking distilled water vs. spring water.
Poor quality indoor air has been linked to allergies, autism, sleep apnea, and brain damage. The
longer the exposure, the worse the damage. That’s why it’s important to take action now!
Picture a crisp, clear day…not a cloud in the sky. You’re walking or perhaps biking through your
neighborhood. As you breathe deeply in the fresh air you think “I'm grateful to be alive on such a
glorious day!”
Now picture getting that same feeling INDOORS! Hard to picture isn't it...unless you've got all
the windows open on a windy day.

The Secret to Breathing Fresh Air Indoors
What if I told you there was a way to capture this “happy to be alive” feeling indoors?
Brand new organic technology has found a way to do just that…
Enter Bill Converse CEO of AirRestore USA, Inc.

Bill was the founder of Alpine Industries, a manufacturer of air purification products that he
invented. He made a fortune with that company, sold it, then retired. But…he couldn't stop his
passion for inventing products that let people live longer, healthier lives.
He came up with entirely new technology for producing fresh clean air…indoors! Air that would
feel as good to breathe as the outdoor air on a crisp, clear day.
You see, outdoors, using the power of the sun, Mother Nature energizes the air so it constantly
cleans itself…
What Bill has done is replicate this method for cleaning indoor air and put it into a small device
he calls an Air Naturalizer. This device uses a plasma chamber to restore the energy of outdoor
air back into indoor air. This method uses no filters or ionizers.
So no matter how much we seal our homes to keep them energy efficient, with an Air Naturalizer
from Air Restore your indoor air will always be as fresh as outdoor air.
No more breathing recycled germs, pollen, smoke and other odors!
Bill feels this product is so important he came out of retirement to promote it. Air Naturalizers
are only available through distributors such as myself.

Sounds good but does it work?
My husband gave me a unit for Christmas and I admit I was a little disappointed…after all how
exciting could an air purifying device be?
Just another of his air filter experiments, I thought…but I decided to take the Air Naturalizer to
my office where there are over a hundred people in cubicles with low partitions constantly
breathing recycled air.
I noticed the air in my immediate area seemed cleaner but I had no idea how powerful this device
was until…
One day I started feeling really awful…but how was this possible with the Air Naturalizer sitting
on the desk? Upon further investigation I discovered
IT WASN’T PLUGGED IN!
I plugged it in and within a couple of minutes I was feeling fine…
That’s when I knew this Air Naturalizer REALLY works!
I currently have 4 units running 24/7 in my home.

No wonder it won first prize in 2012 for new products at a major industry trade show in Las
Vegas!
Still not convinced? Here’s what others have said about this remarkable product…
Submitted by Tristin H.
This past summer, I had rented an old Catholic Church rectory for my new Wellness Center. Despite mold
remediation efforts, MOLD DAMAGE remained a huge problem. Since I am severely allergic to it, I began to
feel sick and tired all the time!!!
Thankfully, a good friend of mine, Brian C., brought over an AirRestore unit and asked me to give it a try. At
first I was skeptical, but within a few days I noticed I was feeling WAY better. I was sleeping better, breathing
better and had way more energy!!!
Thank you Bill Converse and AirRestore for such an Awesome Invention! It has changed my life forever and I
am thankful to have such a great product to recommend to ALL my clients.
Submitted by William G., Colorado Springs, CO
In the spring of 2013, Colorado was home to numerous wildfires. At the time, my wife and I were living in a
small log home near Divide, Colorado. Because we lived at high elevation, we did not need air conditioning,
and generally kept our windows open for ventilation. It was a Wednesday night, and the smoke from the fires
was thick in our home, but it was too warm to leave the windows closed. Needless to say, we did not sleep
much that night.
The next day, I went to a business networking meeting with our local Air Restore representative — Linda N.
— and I purchased a unit at the end of that meeting. I took it home that night, plugged it in, and in less than an
hour, our home was completely clear of smoke and smoke odors.
Since then, we have moved into a townhome in Colorado Springs. The home had been vacant for nearly two
years and had a stale odor. We keep our unit plugged in 24 hours a day, and it always smells fresh in our
home! These AirRestore units are the best!
Submitted by Kelly W.
I had an amazing experience with my Air Naturalizer. I had invited a highly allergic (to cats) friend for coffee,
and she had to leave my room within 30 seconds. Then, I purchased an AirRestore device, plugged it in and let
it run for five hours, and invited her back. She was able to stay and have coffee for HOURS!
Another friend came to my home for a party and said that he "expected to have a reaction" to my cats (which
he had the last time he visited). But he experienced NOTHING. I explained that now I had an Air Naturalizer
that cleaned the air of allergens. He was amazed.

Connection Between Indoor Air Pollution and Health

In May 2014 the International Society for Autism Research concluded at their annual meeting
that pregnant mothers exposed to indoor air pollution were more likely to get a bacterial
infection, increasing her odds of having a child with autism by 40 percent.
Her chances can be greatly reduced by breathing clean air…
Air like Air Naturalizers produce.
We don’t have to live in an industrial area to have indoor air pollution…
Think of all the chemicals we bring into our homes. These chemicals are eventually dispersed as
air particles which we then take into our lungs, not realizing they’re making us sick…
Sick with allergies…sleep apnea…and yes, even cancer.
But what if we breathe clean air indoors…
Air like Air Naturalizers produce?
With the old technologies you had to buy a large unit that supposedly cleaned all the air in your
home but it really couldn’t get into every part of every room.
With Air Naturalizers a whole home system consists of 4 individual units which you can place
where they’re most needed…bedrooms, laundry, kitchen, pet areas, etc. Naturally you can
purchase additional units to take care of larger homes.
Putting individual units in each room ensures that there will be clean, energized throughout your
home.

Stop Letting the Air You Breathe Make You Sick!
Isn’t it worth $370.00 for a 4-unit whole home system to ensure the quality of the air in your
home? If you need more units, a single unit is just $99.00 and a 2-unit Studio pack is $180.00.
You’ll be surprised that Air Naturalizers are so small. But small is only relative as each unit can
process up to 800 sq.ft. Compare this to a 22-inch air purifier, currently a best seller on Amazon
for $99.99 that processes only 157 sq.ft.
They’re also easy to use. Just attach the cord to the unit, plug it in and you’re done. No dials or
buttons to set.
Maintenance is easy as well - every few months take the cover off the unit and clean the
contacts. Instructions are included with the product. There are also instructional videos on my
website at http://my.airrestoreusa.com/airnatural

Air Naturalizers come with a 30-day money-back guarantee and a one-year warranty. If anything
fails on the unit, just send it back for a full replacement.
All corded units come with a power cord.
As a bonus we include a car adapter with each 4-unit whole home system – value $15.00.
Don’t let the air you breathe make you sick another minute! To order Air Restore Air
Naturalizers simply go to my website http://my.airrestoreusa.com/airnatural and click the “order
now” button in the upper left hand corner or call 800-555-1234.
To Clean Air,

Pam Shannon
P.S.-To make maintenance even easier, we will include a cleaning kit with all orders.
P.P.S.-If you’re concerned about how well Air Naturalizers work, remember they come with a
30-day money-back guarantee. You risk nothing to test one or more in your home.
P.P.P.S.-Not only will Air Naturalizers clean the air but if you put a little moisture on a rug and
put an Air Restore unit next to the affected area, it will also pick up stains and odors from the
rug.

